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Cinematic wedding video production
Seventh Box Productions is a small team of experienced videographers and editors creating cinematic
wedding videos in Sydney, NSW south coast, Hunter Valley, central west, and Australia-wide.
We capture the most important and precious moments of your special day with optimum lighting, audio and
creative techniques.
Wedding journalists
We are like journalists telling a story of what they saw... we are everywhere but nowhere, recording what we
see, not prompting it, just capturing it at its best – naturally. We specialise in producing a personalised,
natural and accurate representation of your wedding, including the most beautiful and characteristic
moments of your event including you, your family and friends.
We believe people always look their best when they're not posing for the camera. During the wedding day we
often use longer lenses to keep our distance so the footage looks natural.
Unseen memories
We are silent observers. You will hardly even notice we are there. You don't need to perform (unless you want
to)… you just need to enjoy your day and that is all we need to create a cherished wedding film filled with
memories you didn't see on the day.
Weddings often happen all too quickly for the bride and groom. We can conduct guest interviews with your
family and friends to make sure you have a lasting memory of your favourite people on your wedding day.
Premium cinematic equipment and techniques
We use top range Canon professional DSLR cameras and lenses - not cheaper, consumer products. We also
use wireless professional audio to record vows and speeches. We highly edit your wedding videos using film
industry software to present an artistic, enjoyable and watchable recollection of your wedding that you can
share and store for your lifetime. We can also add vintage or stylised effects and filters.
We are very experienced using premium photographic equipment, but also having a creative eye for the
shots and angles that translate to stunning emotional and artistic visual moments.
Additional travel costs?
For weddings requiring travel beyond two hours from Sydney CBD, we charge an additional $200 to cover
travel and accommodation costs.
Competitive pricing
To secure your booking, you just need to pay a $200 deposit. Then 50% is due 14 days before your wedding
and the rest is payable only when your video is complete (within 12 weeks of your wedding).
Please view our packages below. We may be able to tailor a package to suit your event, so please just ask. We
look forward to hearing from you and hope to play a role in your wedding day.
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2016-17 packages and pricing
All packages include TWO videographers filming your special event.
Description

Package 1

Package 2

Package 3

Package 4

✔

✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
(OR guest
interviews)

✔
(OR guest
interviews)

✔

✔

✔

✔

(OR video of
photo shoot)

(OR video of
photo
shoot)
✔

✔

4-6 Min

4-6 Min

Shooting
Bride getting ready
Groom getting ready
Wedding Ceremony
Includes filming at venue prior to
ceremony, guests arriving / guests
congratulating.
Video of photo shoot

✔

Guest interviews

Reception
Editing / Compiling
Highlight video (cinematically edited)

4-6 Min

4-6 Min

Long version video (cinematically edited)

10-15 Min

Video of ceremony (edited)

✔

Full video of each speech and first dance
(individually edited)
Separate video of guest interviews or
photoshoot (edited)

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

5

8

16

24

1

1

2

3

Professional Audio
HD files on USB and online album
ESTIMATED TIME FOR PROJECT HOURS
Maximum combined filming time
(2 videographers)
Logging all footage (estimated)
Reviewing / compiling / syncing data

3

5

8

10

Editing / adding effects and filters

6

10

20

28

Export and upload

1

2

4

7

16

26

50

72

$1,200

$2,000

$3,500

$4,500

Total Time (estimated)
Price

*Total filming times are maximum limits set. Filming time is for two videographers and 4 cameras filming during the event. Therefore
package 1 includes attendance of two videographers for up to two and a half hours, package 4 up to 12 hours etc. Hours are included to
give you an idea of the estimated time required to complete the project and are estimates based on previous experience.
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Additional information
The Contract
Please take some time to read the Contract. Please either sign a copy and return to us, or pay the deposit to
acknowledge that you accept the contract. Should you have any questions or if you would like us to run you
through it, please call us.
Should you cancel your booking, you will forfeit your deposit. Please note that further penalties will apply
where our Services are cancelled two months prior to the wedding date or after the wedding (see the
Contract).
Wedding Schedule
We will require a wedding schedule at least 1 day (preferably 3 days) before the wedding day. It should ideally
include:
- Start times and running order times, locations (ceremony, photo shoot etc)
- Addresses where bride and groom are getting ready (if applicable)
- Important telephone contact numbers
This will help us know and prepare for the capturing of all the important moments.
Audio
We use a professional micro wireless audio microphone that will need to be connected to the
groom/celebrant/speaker during the ceremony and speeches.
Filming important events and people
While it is not possible to capture every moment and guest reaction, we concentrate to capture the most
significant moments of the event.
It's helpful if you could organise one of your family members or friends to point out to us the important
guests and friends you would like us to film (i.e. Parents, brothers, sisters) to help us know important people
in your life we should be capturing.
Guest interviews
For some packages, we will invite guests to record a video message throughout the day. In the past we have
asked guests to congratulate the bride and groom on a happy life together and encouraged them to be
creative with their comments. Some guests have not known what to say. You may wish to warn some guests
in advance. Alternatively, you may wish to write us out a list of questions to ask your guests about you.
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Editing and Production
Should you have specific requests regarding the editorial content of the Video, you will need to let us know
beforehand and we will try our best to accommodate all requests. The editor will be granted full production
and editorial control.
Following completion of editing, you will be allowed to request changes (to a limit of two hours editing). Any
further changes may be charged at $80 per hour (see clause 6). This is mainly included in the contract to
protect ourselves from image conscious brides (and grooms) who may not like the way they appear on
camera (which thankfully we have never come across).
The only changes that have been requested in the past have been things such as removing:
- Certain guest interviews (in bride’s words: “I don’t want that ***** in my wedding video”)
- A couple kissing on the dance floor who perhaps should not have been sharing a kiss.
This is why it is best to send us an email about any embarrassing moments (hopefully there will not be any)
you would not like to appear in the video following the wedding. There’s always the chance of one crazy
guest making animal noises on the dance floor and revealing too much (yes we have seen it all before).
We do not release raw files and only edited versions. If you wish to have the raw files, we will need to charge
additional costs for those as we will incur further time in preparing these for you.
Music
We have access to many music resources with modern, classic, alternative songs and music pieces and we
include licensing in all our packages. However, many mainstream songs are not available to be licensed for
personal or commercial use. If you have a specific song you would like in your wedding videos, please notify
us in advance and we will try our best to accommodate your requests.
Completion
We aim to finish all wedding video projects within 12 weeks of the wedding day. We guarantee to complete
all projects within 5 months, however do not suspect that it will take this long.
Thanks
Thank you for considering us for your special event.
Please contact us if you have any questions.
Josie - 0420 301 377
Luka - 0490 081 210

